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INNOVATOR ECOSYSTEM DIVERSITY AS A 
GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS IMPERATIVE 

MARGO A. BAGLEY* 

I consider it a privilege to deliver the Nies Lecture, named in honor of the 
late Helen Wilson Nies, the great Federal Circuit jurist and am grateful to 
everyone at Marquette University Law School who was involved in the 
invitation and this visit. My topic—the importance of innovator diversity, 
indeed, the imperative of such diversity for global competitiveness—involves 
a logical step in my academic and personal journey. Over time, I have 
increasingly infused my scholarship with a strong justice theme, influenced by 
both my faith and my experiences as an African American female. Whether a 
topic grounded in patents, for example, relates to access to medicines, new 
biotech inventions, or benefit-sharing obligations for Indigenous Peoples and 
local communities, I often find myself supporting the position of the 
marginalized. I seek justice and fairness for those who may not be able 
themselves to effectively articulate their compelling narratives in various 
forms. 

Let me begin by recalling some features of patents that are pertinent to my 
remarks. Patents, most simply, are rights granted by the government to one 
entity to exclude others from making, using, selling, or importing into the 
United States an invention for a term of time (currently about 20 years) from 
application filing.1 The law also permits one to buy, sell, bequeath, or otherwise 
dispose of patents, like other personal property. Yet patent rights are territorial; 
there is no global patent.2 So an inventor wanting protection in multiple places 
will need to seek patents in various countries or regions.  

In the United States, Congress’s authority to create a patent system stems 
from the U.S. Constitution: Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 authorizes the creation 
of exclusive rights, for limited times, for authors and inventors in their writings 

* Vice Dean and Asa Griggs Candler Professor of Law, Emory University School of Law. This
is an edited version of the Helen Wilson Nies Lecture on Intellectual Property delivered on April 20, 
2023. 

1. 35 U.S.C. §§ 271(a), 154.
2. WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION, Frequently Asked Questions: Patents,

https://www.wipo.int/patents/en/faq_patents.html (last visited November 29, 2023). 
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and discoveries.3 In the words of Abraham Lincoln in 1859, the only president 
to obtain a patent on an invention, patents are designed to add “the fuel of 
interest to the fire of genius.”4  

The U.S. government historically has pushed a fairly pro-patentee agenda 
(certainly in international negotiations, even if not always at home), which is 
well-reflected in a seminal article by Heinrich Kronstein and Irene Till in 1947. 
They note: 

This American view toward patents . . . stemmed from an actual faith 
that . . . patents under the control of private owners would not be 
subjected to abuse. The files of the United States Patent Office contain 
a constant reiteration of this theme; they reveal an absolute faith in the 
beneficent effects of an uncontrolled patent system. It was precisely this 
freedom, it was believed, which accounted for the rapid technological 
advance in the United States.5 

Thus our leading the world in patent filings during the latter twentieth 
century was a normal, expected outcome. We did see a flip in leadership going 
to Japan for a time.6 However, it was widely perceived that Japan’s approach, 
in many cases, was to patent fairly incremental changes and create patent 
portfolios around strong American patent families, as opposed to coming up 
with numerous pathbreaking inventions.7 

As the American tech industry started to take off in the 1970s, the U.S. 
government began pushing other countries more forcefully to adopt stronger IP 
protections, particularly for patents and copyrights.8 In recent United States 

3. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
4. Abraham Lincoln, Second Lecture on Discoveries and Inventions (Feb. 11, 1859) (transcript

available at https://www.abrahamlincolnonline.org/lincoln/speeches/discoveries.htm). 
5. Heinrich Kronstein & Irene Till, A Reevaluation of the International Patent Convention, 12

LAW AND CONTEMP. PROBS., 765, 771 (1947). 
6. Patent Technology Monitoring Team, Number of Utility Patent Applications Filed in the

United States, By Country of Origin, Calendar Years 1965 to Present, U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK 
OFFICE, https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/appl_yr.htm; See Andrew Pollack, 
Japanese Fight Back as U.S. Companies Press Patent Claims, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 5, 1992) 
(https://www.nytimes.com/1992/09/05/business/japanese-fight-back-as-us-companies-press-patent-
claims.html). 

7. Cf. Leslie Helm, Column One: U.S.-Japan Battle of the Patents: Japanese Firms Are No
Longer Quick to Settle American Claims to Lucrative Inventions. They Are Sharpening Courtroom 
Defenses—and Turning to an Aggressive Offense, L.A. TIMES (Apr. 24, 1992) 
(https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1992-04-24-mn-1060-story.html) (“The Japanese patent 
office accepts patents even if they represent relatively minor improvements on a product.”). 

8. J.H. Reichman, Goldstein on Copyright Law: A Realist’s Approach to a Technological Age,
43 STANFORD L. REV. 943, 944 (1991) (“The United [States’] leadership in the current drive to 
strengthen international protection of authors’ rights contrasts sharply with its isolationist past”). 
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Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO) strategic plans and United States Trade 
Representative (USTR) reports, we see a focus on expanding the nation’s 
international leadership on intellectual property and pressuring other countries 
to ensure adequate protection of intellectual property rights. Why? 

The concern, as eloquently stated by Professor J. Thomas McCarthy in 
1995,9 was that Americans should care if other countries do not protect IP 
covering technical and entertainment information because, otherwise, we have 
very little to sell to the rest of the world. He pointed to the replacement of U.S. 
Steel by Disney on the Dow Jones Index as a sign of the growing importance 
of intellectual property to the U.S. economy.10 

Here is how the U.S. Chamber of Commerce puts it today: 

America’s IP is worth $6.6 trillion, more than the nominal GDP of any 
country in the world. IP-intensive industries account for over 1/3 . . . of 
total US GDP . . . . The direct and indirect economic impacts of 
innovation are overwhelming, accounting for more than 40% of US 
economic growth and employment.11  

Even if the numbers are somewhat inflated, they make clear that intellectual 
property is important to the U.S. economy. 

Professor McCarthy also noted the movement abroad of significant 
amounts of manufacturing to China, further supporting the idea that we needed 
to ensure global protection for what we were still good at: information products 
and entertainment. Yet he, and seemingly others, may not have fully considered 
the ramifications of “copiers” eventually moving from imitation to innovation, 
spurred on by U.S. protectionist interests. 

China has long been an American concern due to rampant copying and 
counterfeiting activity, lax intellectual property laws, and low damages awards 
for infringement.12 The 2013 and 2019 reports of the Commission on the Theft 
of American Intellectual Property declare that “China is the world’s largest 
source of IP theft”13 and that China is “the most active and persistent perpetrator 

9. J. Thomas McCarthy, Intellectual Property—America’s Overlooked Export, 20 U. DAYTON 
L. REV. 809 (1995).

10. Id.
11. U.S. CHAMBER OF COM., Why Is IP Important? GLOB. INNOVATION POL’Y CTR.,

https://www.theglobalipcenter.com/why-is-ip-important/ (last visited January 5th, 2023). 
12. THE COMMISSION ON THE THEFT OF AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, The IP

Commission Report, THE NAT’L BUREAU OF ASIAN RESEARCH, 11, 16, 19, (2013). 
13. Id. at 2.
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of economic espionage.”14 Of course, as the two largest economies, with each 
striving for dominance, China and the United States have a complex 
relationship, and the political, military, and economic tensions cannot be 
disentangled from the intellectual property challenges.  

Specific American reactions to China’s intellectual property practices 
include the following: In 1989, both countries entered into a memorandum of 
understanding for China to create a copyright law and to protect software from 
rampant counterfeiting activity.15 This memorandum was of particular 
importance as the United States had recently begun to treat software as 
copyrightable.16 Then, in 2007, the U.S. government pursued a partially 
successful World Trade Organization (WTO) action against China’s 
intellectual property policies.17  

Intellectual property has been rapidly increasing in importance in China, 
and China’s Indigenous Innovation Policy is, in essence, innovation through 
co-opting and copying technology developed elsewhere; that is, it is forced 
technology transfer,18 including through the “Made in China 2025” program, 
whose goal, according to one scholar, is to have “China dominate technology 
markets by 2049.”19  

For many years, China has consistently been on the USTR’s “Section 301 
priority watchlist” as a country that does not adequately protect intellectual 
property.20 In fact, according to a 2011 report from the International Trade 
Commission,21 China’s intellectual property rights infringement cost the U.S. 
economy approximately $48 billion in 2009.22 The report stated that if China 

14. THE COMMISSION ON THE THEFT OF AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, The IP
Commission 2019 Review: Progress and Updated Recommendations, THE NAT’L BUREAU OF ASIAN 
RESEARCH, 2 (Feb. 2019). 

15. See Kal Raustiala, Innovation in the Information Age: The United States, China, and the
Struggle over Intellectual Property in the 21st Century, 58 COLUM. J. TRANSNATL. L. 531, 550-551 
(2020). 

16. Id. at 551.
17. Id.
18. See id. at 549-50 (“‘enhancing original innovation through co-innovation and re-innovation

based on the assimilation of imported technologies’”). 
19. Id. at 550. See also “Made in China 2025” Plan Issues, The State Council, The People’s

Republic of China (May 19, 2015) 
https://english.www.gov.cn/policies/latest_releases/2015/05/19/content_281475110703534.htm. 

20. Aaron Wininger, USTR Releases 2023 Special 301 Report on Intellectual Property – China
Remains on Priority Watch List, NATIONAL L. REV. (Apr. 30, 2023), 
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/ustr-releases-2023-special-301-report-intellectual-property-
china-remains-priority. 

21. U.S. INT’L TRADE COMM’N, CHINA: EFFECTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
INFRINGEMENT AND INDIGENOUS INNOVATION POLICIES ON THE U.S. ECONOMY, Inv. No. 332-519, 
USITC Pub. 4226 (May 2011) (final). 

22. Id. at xiv.
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complied with its current international obligations to protect and enforce IPR, 
2.1 million jobs could be created in the United States, with “[t]he most direct 
jobs impact in high-tech, innovative industries.”23 

It is not surprising that China is not concerned about creating jobs in the 
United States: China wants to create jobs in China. And, with pressure from the 
United States and others, China has evolved to view intellectual property as a 
tool for economic growth and geopolitical dominance. 

When I initially saw China’s 2011–2020 intellectual property strategy 
plan,24 I almost panicked. The plan called for 2 million patent applications to 
be filed by Chinese citizens or entities by 2015.25 At that time, there probably 
were not 2 million total applications filed globally—in all countries combined. 
I was concerned that China would simply overwhelm patent examining systems 
worldwide. Thankfully, my worries did not come to fruition, as China reached 
its goal without breaking the system. Yet that does not mean there were no 
untoward consequences.  

When foreigners obtain patents in a country, that generally leads to money 
flowing out of the country to the pockets of the foreign entities. Constantine 
Vaitsos described it well in 1976: “[T]he monopoly privileges granted through 
patents have, among other repercussions, an international, rather than simply a 
domestic, income distribution effect. They also have, as a result of income 
flows across national boundaries, balance of payments implications.”26 
Historically, this outward flow has often meant wealth transfer from low- and 
middle-income countries to higher-income countries whose inventors are 
obtaining patents abroad. For a high-income country such as the United States, 
the balance between foreign and resident patenting for many years has been 
closer to 50/50, with a slight majority for domestic patent applicants.  

But then something strange started happening: Chinese citizens began filing 
patent applications at an unheard-of rate. After a few years, not only did we see 
more applications filed in the USPTO by foreign applicants than domestic 
applicants, but also China’s patent office overtook the USPTO as the patent 

23. Id. at xx, xxiii; see also Chuck Grassley, Colleagues Call for China to End Intellectual
Property Rights Infringement, Chuck Grassley (May 18, 2011) 
https://www.grassley.senate.gov/news/news-releases/grassley-colleagues-call-china-end-intellectual-
property-rights-infringement. 

24. CHINA STATE INTELL. PROP. OFF., NATIONAL PATENT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY (2011-
2020) (2011); see also Steve Lohr, When Innovation, Too, Is Made in China, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 1, 2011), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/02/business/02unboxed.html (citing 
https://graphics8.nytimes.com/packages/pdf/business/SIPONatPatentDevStrategy.pdf ). 

25. Lohr, supra note 24.
26. Constantine Vaitsos, The Revision of the International Patent System: Legal

Considerations for a Third World Position, 4 WORLD DEV. No. 2, 85, 87 (1976). 
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office receiving the most patent applications worldwide, a title it shows no sign 
of relinquishing any time soon.27 

In 2019, Chinese entities were the fourth-largest group using the U.S. patent 
system,28 dramatically increasing their filings by 93% over the prior ten years.29 
This increase has largely been attributed to China’s patent subsidy program and 
the national and provincial-level financial support provided to putative 
inventors.30 For several years, Chinese patent applicants could receive a wide 
variety of incentives for developing inventions and filing for patent protection. 
Incentives could be monetary, such as payment of filing fees and payments to 
inventors, and non-monetary, including reduced prison sentences for convicted 
criminals. Not surprisingly, these policy interventions opened a floodgate of 
patent application filings by Chinese residents.  

So what is the United States to do in response? Fight back, and deploy our 
secret weapon: women and underrepresented minority group members who can 
be drawn into the inventor ranks. Our nation is now attempting to activate and 
deploy that weapon in the battle for innovation supremacy.  

The problem is that these group members face historical and continuing 
barriers to patenting from a variety of causes and in varying forms. The U.S. 
government seeks to identify and address those causes, with the recent draft of 
the strategic plan for the USPTO having as its primary goal to “[d]rive inclusive 
U.S. innovation and global competitiveness.”31 

The SUCCESS Act (Study of Underrepresented Classes Chasing 
Engineering and Science Success Act of 2018) required the USPTO, in 
conjunction with the Small Business Administration (SBA), to prepare a study 
on the number of patents applied for by women, veterans, and minorities; this 
would use publicly available data, as the USPTO does not collect demographic 

27. Ana Maria Santacreu & Heting Zhu, Has China Overtaken the U.S. in Terms of
Innovation?, FED. RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS (Feb. 20, 2018), https://www.stlouisfed.org/on-the-
economy/2018/february/china-overtaken-us-terms-innovation. 

28. WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION, 
(https://www3.wipo.int/ipstats/index.htm?tab=patent) (set the Indicator to “1”; then the Report Type 
to “Count by filing office and applicant’s origin”; then in the Office menu add “United States of 
America”; then select “add all” in the Origin menu; then create a pie chart in the upper right hand 
corner; then set the year range to 2019). 

29. Santacreu & Zhu, supra note 27.
30. Erik Baark, Indigenous Innovation: Chinese Policies and Implications, 11 (Dec. 2019)

(unpublished manuscript) (on file at 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/335560322_China’s_Indigenous_Innovation_Policies); see 
also Erick Baark, China’s Indigenous Innovation Policies, 11 (2019) (Published Manuscript) (on file 
at https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S1793930519000126). 

31. U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, United States Patent and Trademark Office 2022-
2026 STRATEGIC PLAN, 9 (Jun. 7, 2023), 
https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/USPTO_2022-2026_Strategic_Plan.pdf. 
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data.32 The resulting USPTO study reported that innovation in the United States 
is highly concentrated, with vast swaths of our population not fully 
participating.33 A different study in 2018, led by Alex Bell, of more than one 
million inventor-patentees shows that, among women, minorities, and 
individuals from low-income families, there are many “lost Einsteins”—i.e., 
high-ability individuals who would have contributed valuable inventions had 
they been exposed to invention and innovation as children.34 The findings 
indicate that increasing the rate of invention by members of these 
underrepresented groups could quadruple the total number of inventor-
patentees in America.35 

Many barriers to inventing or patenting for women and underrepresented 
minorities in America are not new; they stem from long-extant discriminatory 
stereotypes that serve to hinder progress for individuals and the country as a 
whole. The 1857 Dred Scott decision that Blacks were not citizens36 was the 
basis of a U.S. attorney general opinion, the next year, concluding that Blacks 
also could not be inventors on patents and that the persons who enslaved them 
could not claim ownership of the enslaved person’s invention via the patent 
system.37 The 1858 matter involved the invention of “an enslaved African 
American man named Ned [who had] invented an improved ‘double Cotton 
Scraper, and two plows.’”38 The novel and valuable machine could speed up 
the process of preparing fields for planting. 

Although the legal effect of the Invention of a Slave decision was short-
lived, its impact in facilitating a belief that African Americans could not invent 
was and remains detrimental. In her brilliant article, Race and Selective Legal 
Memory: Reflections on Invention of a Slave, Professor Kara Swanson notes 
how Black activists, over many decades, have sought to bring to light the 
inventions of Black and brown people in the face of a persistent myth of 
innovative and intellectual inferiority.39  

32. The Study of Underrepresented Classes Chasing Engineering and Science Success
(SUCCESS) Act, PL 115-273, Oct. 31, 2018, 132 Stat 4158. 

33. UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, STUDY OF UNDERREPRESENTED 
CLASSES CHASING ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE SUCCESS (SUCCESS) ACT OF 2018, 
https://www.uspto.gov/ip-policy/legislative-resources/successact. 

34. Alex Bell et al., Who Becomes an Inventor in America? The Importance of Exposure to
Innovation, 134 THE QUARTERLY J. OF ECON. 647, 648 (2018). 

35. Id. at 653.
36. Dred Scott v. Sanford, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393 (1857).
37. Invention of a Slave, 9 Op. Att’ys Gen. 171 (1858).
38. Kara W. Swanson, Race and Selective Legal Memory: Reflections on Invention of a Slave,

120 COLUM. L. REV. 1077, 1085 (2022); See also Brian L. Frye, Invention of a Slave, 68 SYRACUSE 
L. REV. 181 (2018) (providing additional context and historical understandings of the decision).

39. Id. at 1090-1105.
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Citing a Black patent examiner, Henry Baker, who collected evidence of 
patents granted to Blacks, Professor Swanson wrote: “In 1913, Baker noted that 
although his list of nearly 400 African American patentees sat in a book on the 
shelves of the Library of Congress, a candidate for Congress in Maryland, 
fighting a ‘hotly contested’ election, had recently asserted ‘that the colored race 
should be denied the right to vote because . . . “no one of the race had ever yet 
reached the dignity of an inventor.”’”40 This trope was used to justify white 
supremacy and to support, as proof of Black inferiority, the assertion that 
African Americans could not invent, despite voluminous evidence to the 
contrary. Swanson also noted the lofty symbolism of patents in this country as 
an indicator of American might and exceptionalism and even of citizenship, 
such that the results of being excluded from or having reduced access to the 
benefits accruing from patents can be profound.41  

The USPTO’s efforts in this area are not just diversity for diversity’s sake. 
Real national competitiveness issues are driving this push, in addition to equity, 
inclusion, and social justice concerns. A 2015 McKinsey report on 366 public 
companies found that those in the top quartile for ethnic and racial diversity in 
management were 35% more likely to have financial returns above their 
industry mean and that those in the top quartile for gender diversity were 15% 
more likely to have returns above their industry mean.42 In a 2012 
global analysis of 2,400 companies conducted by Credit Suisse, organizations 
with at least one female board member yielded higher return on equity and 
higher net-income growth than those without any women on the board.43 

But does that matter for inventing? Yes. The data clearly show that R&D 
follows power—or at least money.44 For example, companies direct their efforts 
to diseases that affect wealthy people, even though more disability-adjusted life 
years are lost to infectious diseases than to cancers.45 Similarly, we may be 
underproducing certain inventions because those with the greatest incentive to 
find solutions are not engaged in innovation. 

40. Id. at 1111.
41. Id. at 1082.
42. Vivian Hunt et al., MCKINSEY & CO., Diversity Matters, MCKINSEY & CO. (Feb. 2, 2015).

https://www.mckinsey.com/insights/organization/~/media/2497d4ae4b534ee89d929cc6e3aea485.ash
x. 

43. Press Release, Credit Suisse, Large-Cap Companies with at Least One Woman on the Board
Have Outperformed Their Peer Group with No Women on the Board by 26% over the Last Six Years, 
CREDIT SUISSE (July 31, 2012), https://www.credit-suisse.com/us/en/about-
us/media/news/articles/media-releases/2012/07/en/42035.html. 

44. EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE, SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE, Apr. 18, 2007, at 69, 77.
(https://link.epo.org/web/EPO_scenarios_bookmarked.pdf). 

45. Id.
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There is a long history of neglect of diseases that predominantly impact 
women. A study of patents from 1976 to 2010, led by Rem Koning at Harvard 
Business School, found that patents from all-female teams were more likely 
than those from all-male teams to focus on women’s health.46 Such patents also 
were more likely to identify differential side effects and treatments that work 
better for women.47 Moreover, male inventors were more likely to generate 
patents that addressed topics like “erectile” or “prostate” than “menopause” or 
“cervix.” Male inventors, according to the study, “also tended to target diseases 
and conditions like Parkinson’s and sleep apnea that disproportionately affect 
men.”48 Koning notes that the “findings highlight how demographic inequities 
in who gets to invent lead to demographic inequities in who benefits from 
invention.”49  

Recent work also shows how increasing the number of Black physicians in 
an area benefits Black patients and more generally discloses the benefits of 
matching minority patients with minority physicians.50 So the world needs 
more inventors like Dr. Patricia Bath, a Black woman who invented a laser 
treatment to remove cataracts, which was inspired by her observation that Black 
Americans were twice as likely as white Americans to suffer from blindness.51 

Now, to be clear, this does not mean that women only invent for women or 
Blacks only invent for Blacks. For example, a librarian helping me gather 
research for this talk told me of a female inventor who patented a prosthetic 
testicle for men who need to have one removed for testicular cancer or other 
reasons. Women are just more likely than men to invent solutions to problems 
that affect women uniquely. 

I saw a similar phenomenon on the continent of Africa while lecturing in 
the Emory Advancing Healthcare Initiatives in Africa (AHIA) program. This 
project teamed law and MBA students from the United States with African 
scientists in a bootcamp for learning innovation commercialization 
fundamentals. One of the things that struck me was that inventors in other 
countries also often focus on developing solutions to local, domestic problems. 
Thus it is important also to support researchers in low- and middle-income 

46. Rem Koning, Too Few Women Get to Invent – That’s a Problem for Women’s Health, THE
CONVERSATION (June 17, 2021 2:04 PM), https://theconversation.com/too-few-women-get-to-invent-
thats-a-problem-for-womens-health-162576. 

47. Id.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. Monica E. Peek, Increasing Representation of Black Primary Care Physicians—A Critical

Strategy to Advance Racial Health Equity, JAMA NETWORK OPEN, April 14, 2023 (corrected May 22, 
2023). 

51. Patricia Bath Laserphaco Probe, LEMELSON-MIT, 
https://lemelson.mit.edu/resources/patricia-bath. 
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countries and to support inventors from underrepresented groups, including 
veterans. 

So all of this is about more than just which country wins the race to have 
the most patents. The concern is really about who gets to benefit from 
technological developments. It also is about who gets to be seen as intelligent, 
even as “American,” as Swanson explains.52 And, of course, who gets to benefit 
has other implications for our global competitiveness. If we have an 
undereducated workforce, a sick workforce, those ills will affect productivity 
and creativity, and there is plenty of evidence that systemic justice deficits 
contribute to poorer health outcomes, educational outcomes, and more. 

A friend recently had to begin kidney dialysis. Through her struggles, I 
learned that a substantially disproportionate percentage of dialysis patients in 
the United States are African American and Hispanic, relative to our 
composition of the U.S. population. It made me wonder if there is an 
underproduction of innovation in the kidney disease space because of the race 
of a significant percentage of the population of patients relative to the race of 
the predominant population of inventors.  

For these and many other reasons, we need, as a country, to deploy our 
secret weapon. As an African American woman, I have interacted with the 
patent system in many ways—including as an engineer and named co-inventor 
on two patents, as a patent attorney obtaining and enforcing patents for clients, 
and as a patent law professor teaching hundreds of future attorneys about patent 
law. In each of these areas, I am one of a fairly small number of people who 
look like me.  

Thus, I was thrilled when Professor Colleen Chien, now of the University 
of California Berkeley School of Law, who is doing pathbreaking and important 
work with agencies, companies, and firms on piloting rigorous diversity 
initiatives, invited me to join her in this area of research. We organized a 
conference in fall 2022 at Santa Clara University, in conjunction with the 
USPTO and various firms and companies, on Innovator Diversity Pilots—the 
first conference of its kind. I personally learned so much from our conference, 
which was packed with creative and compelling “fire starters”—presenters 
speaking about Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) projects that they had 
already begun, as well as speakers making pitches, including to the USPTO 
Director Kathy Vidal, who was one of our keynote speakers.  

One pitch, by Professor Jordana Goodman, now of the Illinois Institute of 
Technology’s Chicago-Kent College of Law, was based on her research 
showing that women are less likely to be signatories on documents filed with 

52. Swanson, supra note 38, at 1104.
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the USPTO, such as patent applications and responses to office actions, than 
are men.53 Partners often sign such documents, but that practice can give a 
distorted, incomplete, and inaccurate view of who is doing the work and can 
hinder women as they seek to advance in a firm. Goodman proposed an 
elegantly simple solution: that the USPTO add an additional line in response 
documents to allow for more than one person’s signature, for example, on an 
application cover sheet. A small intervention, but one that can have an outsized 
impact on the visibility of women in the field of patent law. 

There is really no way I can do justice to the various presentations from the 
conference, but I will provide a sense of some of the highlights that relate 
particularly to USPTO, law firms, and corporate initiatives. 

First, several USPTO initiatives are an outgrowth of the Council for 
Inclusive Innovation, whose creation was proposed in the study required by the 
SUCCESS Act. These initiatives include an internship program for university 
and community college students, a first-time-filer expedited examination pilot, 
expansion of free legal services (which tend to support disadvantaged 
communities), and a community outreach campaign that leverages the 
USPTO’s expansive network of teleworking patent examiners across the 
country.54 

In terms of law firm and corporate initiatives, Caren Ulrich Stacy, CEO of 
Diversity Lab and a special advisor to the USPTO on DEI issues, developed 
the “OnRamp Fellowship.”55 Ulrich Stacy had spent decades hiring talent for 
major firms and noticed that the classic stereotypical criteria of success, such 
as the prestige of the law school one attended, did not always correlate highly 
with actual success in practice.56 She used a “Moneyball” approach to see what 
factors actually correlated with success, and she developed a pilot program for 
women returning to the workforce after leaving for several years to have and 
raise children.57 For such returners, Stacy looked at varying indicators of 
success and created a formula to calculate the likelihood that they would be 
successful after a ten to twenty-year hiatus from the practice of law.58 

53. Jordana Goodman, Ms. Attribution: How Authorship Credit Contributes to the Gender Gap,
25 YALE J. L. & TECH. 309, 309 (2023). 

54. U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, Council for Inclusive Innovation (CI2) Initiatives,
https://www.uspto.gov/initiatives/equity/ci2/initiatives (last visited June 10, 2023). 

55. Caren Ulrich Stacy Founder & CEO, DIVERSITY LAB, 
https://www.diversitylab.com/team_members/caren-ulrich-stacy/. 

56. Id.
57. Id.; Stefanie Wayco, A Solution for Women Lawyers Re-Entering the Workforce,

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION (Mar. 26, 2014), 
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/committees/woman-advocate/practice/2014/solution-
for-women-lawyers-reentering-work-force/. 

58. Id.
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Four law firms—Cooley, Baker Botts, Sidley Austin, and Hogan Lovells—
piloted one-year fellowships for these women.59 The pilots were very 
successful and led to Diversity Lab’s OnRamp Fellowship, used by 50 plus 
legal departments and firms, bringing 200 plus women lawyers back to legal 
work, of whom 20% have been patent attorneys and 30% women of color. 
Overall, 87% of OnRamp Fellowship participants have received and accepted 
offers of work. 

You might have heard of the Mansfield Rule, named after Arabella 
Mansfield, the first woman admitted to the practice of law in the United States. 
The idea came from Diversity Lab’s 2016 women-in-law hackathon.60 The 
Mansfield Rule evolved from a law firm’s commitment to interview one 
woman for every leadership role in every search, to a commitment that 30% of 
candidates considered for leadership, equity partnership, and lateral partnership 
positions would be women, people of color, LGBTQ+ individuals, or 
individuals with disabilities.61 “Certification Plus” status is available for not 
only those who consider diversity in hiring but actually achieve those 
percentages in their firms/departments.62  

Participant firms also report data to Diversity Lab at multiple points in the 
process for transparency purposes.63 And the program continues to expand and 
improve. The 2020 certification program added the inclusion of transparent 
leadership position descriptions and, in 2021, transparent compensation criteria 
and processes.64 Interestingly, before the Mansfield Rule, only 12% of surveyed 
firms and legal departments were even tracking diversity. Today, 100% of 250 
surveyed firms (in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada) are doing 

59. See COOLEY LLP, Cooley Pilots OnRamp Fellowship to Support Women Attorneys, (Jan.
13, 2014), https://www.cooley.com/news/coverage/2014/cooley-pilots-onramp-fellowship-to-
support-women-attorneys; see also COOLEY LLP, Cooley Champions the OnRamp Fellowship for 
Women Attorneys, COOLEY LLP (Jan. 13, 2014), 
https://www.cooley.com/news/coverage/2014/cooley-champions-the-onramp-fellowship-for-women-
attorneys (explaining that after the success of the fellowship in the initial four participating firms, 
eleven additional firms chose to participate for phase two). 

60. See 2016 Women in Law Hackathon, DIVERSITY LAB (last visited June 11, 2023),
https://www.diversitylab.com/hackathons/; see also Alyssa Caridis, Orrick, Address at Innovator 
Diversity Pilots Conference: DEI at Orrick: The Mansfield Rule Pilot and Learnings (Nov. 18, 2022) 
(available at https://law.scu.edu/wp-content/uploads/17.-Caridis.pdf). See also Paola Cecchi-
Dimeglio, Why the 30 Percent Mansfield Rule Can’t Work: A Supply-Demand Empirical Analysis of 
Leadership in the Legal Profession, 91 FORDHAM L. REV. 1161 (2023) (arguing that the Mansfield 
Rule ultimately fails to increase diversity in leadership positions in the legal field). 

61. Id.
62. See Mansfield Rule Boosting Diversity in Leadership, DIVERSITY LAB (last visited June 11,

2023) https://www.diversitylab.com/pilot-projects/mansfield-overview/. 
63. Id.
64. Id.
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so, as well as 75 legal departments.65 The certification process is annual, which 
is for accountability, transitions in leadership, and continued progress.66 There 
are monthly knowledge-sharing meetings for participating organizations and a 
yearly symposium where newly promoted partners from underrepresented 
groups are introduced to in-house counsel who make outside-counsel hiring 
decisions.67 

More and more firms are joining each year, with two-thirds of the current 
participants joining in the past two years.68 The results also show upward trends 
in the diversity of executive teams relative to non-adopter firms.69 Orrick, for 
example, went from 38% underrepresented members on the executive 
committee before the Mansfield Rule to 61% in its most recent reporting cycle. 
The firm also went from 19% underrepresented practice group leaders to 43%, 
which seems pretty impressive.70 

Another firm, Schwegman Lundberg & Woessner, created the SLW 
Academy, motivated in part by the murder of George Floyd, as Minneapolis is 
the firm’s headquarters.71 The academy aims to increase representation for 
underrepresented groups in patent law through educational opportunities 
geared to high school, college, and law students.72 The firm created a holistic 
series of free videos and quizzes on patents and other practice success 
information to educate and equip not only minority candidates but all who 
choose to avail themselves of the materials. The program also offers the 
opportunity for earning a certificate of completion and is working on 
facilitating career connections and ways to further partner and scale with 
others.73 

Professor Lateef Mtima of Howard University School of Law piloted a CLE 
program 20 years ago to expose underrepresented attorneys to cutting-edge 
issues of intellectual property, and to help them connect with people of color in 

65. John Iino, et al., Diversifying Leadership: How the Mansfield Rule is Driving Change,
BLOOMBERG LAW (June 17, 2022), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/us-law-week/diversifying-
leadership-how-the-mansfield-rule-is-helping. 

66. Mansfield Rule Boosting Diversity in Leadership, supra note 62.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Caridis, supra note 60.
71. Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion, SCHWEGMAN LUNDBERG & WOESSNER (last

visited June 25, 2023), https://www.slwip.com/about/about-the-firm/commitment-diversity-
inclusion/. 

72. SLW Academy Opens the Door to Careers in IP, SCHWEGMAN LUNDBERG & WOESSNER
(last visited June 25, 2023), https://www.slwip.com/slw-academy-opens-the-door-to-careers-in-ip/. 

73. SLW ACADEMY (last visited June 25, 2023), https://slwacademy.com/.
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the field, to pique their interest in the area, and help diversify IP.74 Then, several 
years later, Mtima decided to expand and create a second day of programming 
with the same goal but targeted to students.75 An important element was the 
inclusion of “micro-scholarships” that would allow HBCU students to take 
unpaid intellectual property internships and still have funds to pay rent and meet 
their basic needs.76 This program started with Howard and is now scaling to 
add four more of the six HBCU law schools.  

Professor Mtima also has mentioned the wealth of intellectual property 
resources available at the Michelson Institute for Intellectual Property, which 
includes videos, grant opportunities, and more, particularly directed to 
underrepresented groups.77 Harrity & Harrity’s intellectual property team is 
also doing pathbreaking work in providing a plethora of diversity-related 
programs, all advancing under the DEI leadership of Elaine Spector. Harrity & 
Harrity has also teamed up with ADAPT.Legal (Advancing Diversity Across 
Patent Teams) for data analytics and in other areas.78 One particularly 
interesting Harrity & Harrity initiative is the Patent Pathways Program, which 
aims to increase the number of Black female patent practitioners through 
training, mentoring, and job opportunities.79  

Jeremiah Chan, head of patents, licensing, and open source at Meta, the 
parent company of Facebook, describes the ADAPT.Legal hub as a 
clearinghouse of sorts for a variety of innovator diversity piloting initiatives. 
The idea is that a company, law firm, or government agency wanting to begin 
a pilot but not knowing where to start can go to ADAPT.Legal and get a wealth 
of ideas based on what others have tried.80 The Patent Pipeline Program (PPP) 
is one ADAPT.Legal initiative supported by Meta.81 Started by Braxton Davis, 
an African American patent attorney, the PPP focuses on helping minorities 
holding STEM degrees to become patent agents.82 When Davis joined Meta a 
few years ago, Chan helped with scaling the program.83 The program partners 
with law firms and corporate legal departments to recruit candidates, working 
primarily with HBCUs, and in the most recent cycle received 230 applications. 

74. Lateef Mtima, Professor, Howard Law School, Tech Law Summit (Nov. 18, 2022).
75. Id.
76. Id.
77. Id. See also Intellectual Property Education for All, THE MICHELSON INSTITUTE FOR

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (last visited January 8, 2024) https://michelsonip.com/. 
78. Id.
79. Id.
80. Jeremiah Chan, Patent Pipeline, INNOVATOR DIVERSITY PILOTS CONFERENCE (Nov. 18,

2022), https://law.scu.edu/wp-content/uploads/20.-Chan.pdf. 
81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Id.
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PPP provides patent training, and firms monitor the training and offer 
internships. The first cohort of three individuals finished the program, the next 
cohort of eight are all at top firms or companies, and the pipeline is growing.84 

One may wonder why anyone should even care about diversity in the ranks 
of intellectual property attorneys. I can provide an example from my own 
experience. Part of the reason I became a patent attorney is my positive 
experiences with patent attorneys while working at the Procter & Gamble 
Company. In fact, I might not be a co-inventor on a patent on reduced-fat peanut 
butter today if it were not for a female patent attorney named Tara Rosnell, who 
saw my name in lab notebooks and other documents and sought me out (after I 
had moved to a different group in the company), for the patent application she 
was preparing, to investigate whether I had contributed to the conception of the 
invention. I have always been grateful for her diligence. We need patent 
attorneys who “see” diverse inventors and who can relate to their experiences 
and find value in their innovative solutions—who see them as inventors capable 
of making inventive contributions. This is not to say that others cannot, but let’s 
increase the odds.  

Are there potential barriers to the success of these efforts? Of course. 
Change often takes time, and if results are not seen quickly, initiatives may die. 
Alternatively, interest may wane given shifting financial priorities and judicial 
decisions. Complacency may set in, or there may be active opposition to DEI 
initiatives. All of these can stunt or stifle actual, lasting, innovative progress.85 

I like this quote, which Jeremiah Chan shared, by Arthur Ashe, the great 
tennis player and humanitarian: “Start where you are. Use what you have. Do 
what you can.”86 It speaks to people individually, organizations collectively, 
and the United States as a country. We can start from here and make a brand-
new end, expanding our innovation ecosystem diversity and enhancing our 
global competitiveness. 

84. Id.
85. Justin Henry, To Improve DEI Outcomes, Firms Must Address Pitches and Work

Allocation, Consultants Say, THE AMERICAN LAWYER (Mar. 8, 2023 at 2:00 P.M.) 
(https://www.law.com/americanlawyer/2023/03/08/to-improve-dei-outcomes-firms-must-address-
pitches-and-work-allocation-consultants-say/?slreturn=20231012132850) (finding top-down firm 
culture, reactive versus proactive attitudes, implicit, engrained biases, and a lack of pre-established 
data and infrastructure as contributing to both sparse and slow DEI progress); see also Brian Baxter, 
Coca-Cola Scraps Diversity Policy for Outside Law Firms, BLOOMBERG LAW (Mar. 28, 2022 at 3:52 
P.M.), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/business-and-practice/coca-cola-scraps-diversity-
requirements-for-outside-law-firms (claiming that pressure from shareholders and stepping-down of 
legal chief led to Coca-Cola scrapping DEI initiatives). 

86. “Start Where You Are. Use What You Have. Do What You Can.” – Arthur Ashe,
UNIVERSITY OF PACIFIC (May 12, 2022), https://pacific.edu.ni/start-where-you-are-use-what-you-
have-do-what-you-can-arthur-ashe. 
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There are myriad ways that discrimination and bias can combine to 
profoundly limit inventor participation in the patent process. The utilitarian 
purpose of patents is to incentivize inventors to invent and disclose, so it makes 
sense to incentivize as large and as diverse a group as possible in order to 
maximize the likely output of innovative activity. This incentive is important 
in terms of our geopolitical aspirations as a country, but hopefully also because 
of our democratic commitment to provide opportunities for flourishing and 
reaching one’s potential that are available to all. Thank you.  
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